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Think proactively - respond, don’t react

 Responsibility
 Response Ability



Shape behavior by attending to positive 
behavior at a rate three times that of negative 

behavior

Positive 
Feedback

Positive 
Feedback

Positive 
Feedback Negative



Utilize the concepts of choice & 
self-governance

 Give them choices

  Choices  

  Decision-Making 

Problem-Solving 

   Choices Sense of Power



Model the behaviors you desire to 
facilitate

 More is caught than taught

 Are you the sage on the stage or the guide on the side

 Role model and way showing go much further than explanation

 Process after a mistake has been made asking questions like:
◦ “How do you think I might have handled that situation”



Modify the environment
 Consider modifying the environment to produce behavioral results

 Eliminate environmental factors which trigger inappropriate behavior

 Take an inventory of common distractions

 Create a work space that is different than a “hang out” space

 Music can create focus or be a distraction



Step away from a situation when you 
are getting angry or growing frustrated

Dad makes a mistake



Never take misbehavior personally



Focus on your on child’s strengths
Creativity Imagination Artistic ability Observation skills

Sensitive Visionary Musical ability Service oriented

Tenacious Resilient Athletic ability Sense of humor

Daring Individualist Risk taker Mechanical ability

Intuitive SpontaneousStrong willedMulti-taskability

Compassion Passion Calculating Divergent thinking

Inventiveness Vigorous Quick wit Adaptable

Flexible Inspiring Caring spirit High energy



Consistency or nothing



Create routine

Structure

Morning

Meals

Bedtime

Activities



Choose to ignore some behaviors 
or use humor to diffuse

 Be careful to distinguish between humor & sarcasm

 If you can’t convince them, confuse them

 Find a place in your mind to go when using practiced ignoring

 How to embrace the “No”



Keep the learning process fun
 Make it relevant

 Empower choice when possible

 Short sessions

 Project based learning

 Get outside expert help

 Charismatic adults

 Create small attainable goals



Set high expectations



Pre-arrange verbal & non-verbal cues
 Redirect with a simple touch to the arm followed by a nonverbal cue

 Work together to arrange the code

 Practice using it

 The more novel the cue the more effective it will be

 Goofy



Utilize strategies which facilitate 
self-sufficiency

 Empower choice

 Provide guidance and instruction

 Create a safety network

 Practice and role play

 Create a view of what success looks like

 Provide opportunities

 Set up for success


